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Abstract 

Gravity flows play an important role in distributing clastic sediments into lacustrine basins at the front of fluvial-deltaic systems due to the 
tendency of high-density sediment-laden plumes to plunge along the bottoms of lower-density lake waters. Fluvially derived underflows can be 
relatively long lived and distribute substantial volumes of sand far into the profundal zone of a lacustrine system that is typically composed of 
carbonates and clay- and silt-sized clastics. This paper examines the properties of sandy hyperpycnites in the Castle Peak member of the Green 
River Formation using outcrop, core, and wellbore data. These deposits are of particular interest due to the active tight oil play that exploits 
them using horizontal wellbores. 

The Castle Peak member represents a third-order sequence consisting of thick highstand limestones followed by falling-stage siliciclastic 
deposits that primarily take the form of sandy hyperpycnal bodies. During early Castle Peak time, the Duchesne fault zone (DFZ) effectively 
partitioned the Uinta Basin into 2 distinct zones. To the south of the DFZ, siliciclastic input was sequestered updip on a large, low-angle 
alluvial plain, whereas the region north of the DFZ hinge point was part of Lake Uinta, where basin-center carbonates accumulated. By late 
Castle Peak time the southerly siliciclastic wedge eventually accumulated with sufficient dip to allow sediment-laden fluvial systems to plunge 
into the lake center when combined with climatic changes. 

Paleoclimate data tied to outcrop studies suggest arid conditions prevailed during late Castle Peak time punctuated by occasional large 
monsoonal floods. Arid conditions allowed for the accumulation of large volumes of loose sediments, particularly fine sand of possible eolian 
origin. These were then mobilized in dense floodwaters, creating suitable conditions for hyperpycnal flows when these floodwaters 
encountered the lake waters. Core and outcrop study of these late Castle Peak flows documents recurring sedimentary structures such as full 
and beheaded bouma sequences that represent fluvial-linked waxing and waning flow regimes. Soft-sediment deformation is common, 
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particularly in the basal portions of the deposit, and typically includes ball and pillow, flame structures, and convolute bedding. Hyperpycnal 
sandstone lobes of up to a mile in width and several miles in length have been mapped using subsurface well data. Individual lobes branch off 
larger feeder channels, forming larger fans and fan complexes. These extensive, well sorted sandstone complexes are unlikely to originate in 
surge-like gravity flows such as shelf-collapse turbidites and instead likely represent fluvially linked sediment-laden underflows with a strong 
link to climatic variability. 
 

Conclusions 
 
 Fluvial systems that discharge in the lake in areas without sufficient depth to develop a plunge zone prograde rapidly through mouth bar 

and terminal distributary channel deposits 
              – Clastic sediments are largely trapped nearshore 
              – Lake water column remains clear in basin center, allowing carbonates to accumulate into thick limestone beds 
 
 Clastic wedge builds out to Duchesne Fault Zone, which acts as a slope break 
 
 The clastic shelf, coupled with relief created by the Duchesne Fault Zone, creates sufficient water depth near the mouths of prograding 

deltas to develop a plunge zone with coupled turbidity currents during seasonal floods 
 
 Hyperpycnal flows flush large amounts of sediments far into the basin, slowing deltaic progradation and allowing a stable shoreline to 

develop 
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Presentation Agenda

 Castle Peak Member of the GRF
– Location within the Green River

Formation

– Descriptions of the interval

– Mapping and oil production

 Hyperpycnites
– Long-lived fluvial linked turbidity

currents

– Conditions necessary for a fluvial
current to plunge in ancient Lake Uinta

– Non-plunging systems

 Creation of the Castle Peak Shelf
– Sediment partition

– Duchesne Fault Zone

 Depositional Model
– What makes the Castle Peak different?
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• Study area extends over
3300 square miles

• 2200 vertical logs

• 17 cores

• Production from 500
vertical and horizontal
wells analyzed
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Uinta Basin Horizontal Production

 Stable Eocene lacustrine system results in multiple stacked horizontal development
benches
– Horizontal play focused to basin center in over pressured region

 ~75 MMBO produced from horizontal wells from Green River petroleum system since 2012

 Horizontal development focused on the Uteland Butte with secondary Wasatch production

 Don’t sleep on the Castle Peak!
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Upper Wasatch

Middle Wasatch

(Jones et al, 2022)
Bubble map of cumulative production of horizontal wells targeting the Castle
Peak, overlaid on a gross isopach of the upper Castle Peak interval.  Note that the
best UCP wells are in the thickest interval with few or no competing vertical or
other UCP horizontal wells.



Green River Stratigraphy
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What’s in a Name? – Castle Peak Formation
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Stratigraphic Nomenclature – Lots of Skeletons in the Closet

 We define the Castle Peak Member from the top of the Uteland Butte Member to the basin-wide flooding surface that
defines the base of the Long Point bed
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 Comparative nomenclature used for the Green River Formation in the central Uinta
Basin.  MS=Mahogany oil shale, MM=middle marker, CM=carbonate marker, LP=Long
Point bed, MGR=middle Green River marker 3
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Ancient Lake Uinta

Utah’s Great Salt Lake
is a good analogue

 The Castle Peak was deposited early in the Early Eocene Climatic
Optimum, characterized by semi-arid, seasonal fluvial systems
(monsoonal?)

 Large floods were relatively rare (~decadal) but carried immense
amounts of sediments

 Ideal system to create large, relatively long-lived hyperpycnal flows

– Largest channels, 10’s of m erosion at bases = very high discharges

– Thickest accretion sets (up to 20 m) = very high sand supply, very high
deposition rates

– Bioturbation & paleosol formation common on accretion set boundaries =
very episodic with long periods of non-deposition = long dry periods with
intense wet periods

Modified from Gall et al., 2017



Sandstones in a Carbonate World

 In 2010, Newfield drilled the Bar F well, which encountered a 75
ft. thick package of clastic sediments within the carbonates of
the Lower Green River
– Sidewall cores in this well showed the interval consists of fine to very fine-

grained sandstones interbedded with laminated claystones

 Interest in mapping the interval was spiked after if proved to
produce oil

 Since it was recognized in the Bar F well, it was named the Bar F
sand and mapped across the region
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For this presentation
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Uinta Basin Deposition

 The castle
peak shows
greater
accumulation
south of the
Duchesne
Fault Zone
(DFZ)

 Upper GR and
DOUG Creek
are thickest in
basin center

 Uteland Butte
is relatively
consistent
thickness
throughout
basin
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Upper Green River Isopach
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 The upper Green River thickens directly into the
Uinta foredeep

 This period represents the highest levels of the
lake, and the thickest deposition occurred in the
center of the basin
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Douglas Creek Isopach
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 The Douglas Creek thickens into the basin center,
with its greatest thickness associated with flexure
of the Duchesne fault zone

 The fault zone acted as a hinge, creating
accommodation space for rapid clastic deposition
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Uteland Butte Isopach
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 Isopachs of the Uteland Butte at the base of the
Green River Formation show relatively consistent
thickness across the basin

 Only to the north of the play do clastics eroding
off the Uinta Mountains thicken the interval

DFZ



Castle Peak Isopach
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happen???

 The Castle Peak deposition does not follow
similar trends to other major members of the
GRF
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Castle Peak Deposition

 An isopach of just the
clean limestones of the
Castle Peak demonstrates
that they are restricted to
the basic center

 Carbonates cannot build
up to the south due to
sand feeding into the
system
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Fluvial Charged Hyperpycnal Flows
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Boggs, 1995

 Hyperpycnal flows originate when sediment-laden
fluvial discharges enter standing, lower-density
water, in this case, ancient Lake Uinta

 Because of their excess density, the flows plunge
near the river mouth and continue to travel basin-
ward as a turbulent underflow

Zavala et al., 2006

 Zavala showed fluvial charged underflows
in lacustrine systems undergo three
phases
– Acceleration

– Erosion-plus-bypass

– Deceleration

 These phases are linked to the fluvial
discharge and will vary accordingly



Creating a Long-Lived Hyperpycnal Flow

 Three conditions needed to be met for a
hyperpycnal flow to form in ancient Lake
Uinta
– The river plume must have a sufficient density

contrast with the surrounding lake water
– The river plume had to encounter sufficient

depth before it could collapse into a turbid flow
– The river plume must discharge at a sufficient

rate
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0.5
Uh

Modified from Lee and Yu, 1997

Froude number

Uh Velocity averaged over
lake depth

Density of current in
excess of lake water

Gravity acceleration

Density of lake water

Lake depth

Fluvial discharges will continue to prograde into the lake until it
dissipates or reaches a Froude number of 0.5 and plunges into a
turbidity current



Creating a Long-Lived Hyperpycnal Flow

 Larger discharges will push plunge points into deeper lake water

 Higher sediment concentrations will plunge at shallower depths
and result in faster underflows
– Fluvial characteristics at Lake Uinta are unclear, but even very high

sediment concentrations would need tens of feet of lake depth to
plunge into a hyperpycnal flow

– The lake bottom can be shown to be very flat and relatively shallow
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Geometry of Hyperpycnal Deposits

 Zavalla found that as hyperpycnal flows begin to decelerate, they transform from
channelized plumes to elongate, tabular, plumes
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Isopach of an Upper
Castle Peak Sand
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of the hyperpycnal channel complex
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 In the Castle Peak, we map tabular
sand bodies that vary from 0.5 to 1
miles in width and up to six miles in
length

 Horizontal drilling has confirmed the
width and continuity of these sand
bodies
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 Fluvial systems that don’t develop the
conditions necessary to plunge, likely due
to shallow lake levels, prograde rapidly,
depositing mouth bars and terminal
distributary channels

 Sediments were trapped near the deltaic
systems, allowing clear-water carbonate
systems to develop in the lake center
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Upper Castle Peak Sand Play

 Castle Peak sand deposition is controlled by complex
fluvio-deltaic processes strongly influenced by lake
level and basin tectonic structures
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From Hinge-Point to Northern Edge

 From south to
north, the CSPK
clastics (Bar F)
thin

 Sand is sourced
from the south

 Highly variable
fining upward
sand packages
are observed
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(Jones et al, 2022)



Net to Gross Reservoirs
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Hand-picked sandstone isopach
 Where is the sand???

 Sand is sourced from the south

 Deltas and channel mouth bars build at the DFZ
– Hyperpycnal flows spill into basin

 Marginal fluvial deltaics south of the Duchesne fault zone
have a high net to gross

 Sediment bypass and low accommodation space results in
high sand contents

 North of the fault zone, hyperpycnal and suspension fall-
out deposition result in low(er) net-to-gross values

Gross interval isopach



Bouma Sequence Examples in Core and Logs
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More Common Amalgamated Bouma Sequences
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Upper Castle Peak Terminal Distributary Channels
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Going eight miles to the south,
the equivalent deposits are UFR
beds in channel sandstones
with finer grained floodplain
deposits



Castle Peak Hyperpycnites From Core

 Lithologies observed in multiple
cores across the central basin can be
correlated
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(Jones et al, 2022)
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First-derivative structure contour map on the Uteland Butte member showing the portions of the
basin with the steepest dips
The DFZ acted as a hinge point in the developing Uinta Basin, with steeper (warmer colors)
stratigraphic dips to the north of the fault zone

First Derivative Structure Map Across the DFZ A Aʹ

Interpretive gamma-ray well cross section (A-Aʹ)
demonstrate the DFZ’s influence on the greater
structural and depositional trends in the Uinta Basin

Accommodation Space and Bed Slope – Duchesne Fault Zone



Relief on the Castle Peak Shelf
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 Compaction rates vary by lithology and depth of burial, but if we
assume an averaged 40% reduction in interval thickness, ancient
relief on the Castle Peak shelf would have been ~225’
– For the slope, that would be about ~0.5⁰, which is significantly steeper than studied

hyperpycnites in the Rayoso Formation
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Isopach of CP 7 Sandstones

 In early Castle Peak time, clastic sediments are
trapped on the flat Uteland Butte surface
– No hyperpycnites into the deeper basin develop

 A carbonate factory develops in the clear water in
the center of the basin
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Isopach of CP 6 Sandstones

 Clastics stay trapped in the south
 Begins to build wedge as clastic

deposition outpaces carbonates to
the north
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Isopach of CP 5 Sandstones

 Clastic input progrades further north
 Weaker carbonate system

– More clay input
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Isopach of CP 4  Sandstones
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Isopach of CP 3 Sandstones
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Isopach of CP 2 Sandstones

 The Castle Peak shelf reaches the point
that clastics will disperse across the basin
floor through hyperpycnal flows

 The carbonate factory is shut off as
clastics cloud the water column
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Isopach of CP 1 Sandstones

 Hyperpycnites disperse clastic
sediments into the lake basin
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Conclusions

 Fluvial systems that discharge in the lake in areas without sufficient
depth to develop a plunge zone prograde rapidly through mouth bar and
terminal distributary channel deposits
– Clastic sediments are largely trapped nearshore

– Lake water column remains clear in basin center, allowing carbonates to accumulate
into thick limestone beds

 Clastic wedge builds out to Duchesne Fault Zone, which acts as a slope
break

 The clastic shelf, coupled with relief created by the Duchesne Fault Zone,
creates sufficient water depth near the mouths of prograding deltas to
develop a plunge zone with coupled turbidity currents during seasonal
floods

 Hyperpycnal flows flush large amounts of sediments far into the basin,
slowing deltaic progradation and allowing a stable shoreline to develop
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